THE FOUNDATION FOR THE CHILD VICTIMS OF THE FAMILY COURTS
PRESENTS

KIDNAPP ED
“ CUSTODIAL INTERVENTION” – BY STATUTE
When a parent removes children from the family home
without warning or notice for a period of time that may vary
by state, and that parent refuses to return the children, or
allow the other parent contact or access to the children, by
definition, this is an act of kidnapping.
When Juvenile, Dependency, Family Courts remove children
by fraudulent means, transferring children from Protective
Parents into the hands of a credibly accused abuser, the
FCVFC defines this process as “Cash For Kids”.
The FCVFC is about to publish our story of “Ten Years of
Speaking Truth To Power” - Custody Litigation in the Era of
Richard Gardner/Junk Science – Parental Alienation –
Depravity As The New Normal...........
We celebrate the release of Danielle Wolferts, the youngest of
the three Wolferts sisters released as of April 10, 2018 from
the State and Family Court supported custody of their sadistic
pedophile father. The psychoanalytic and legal dimensions of

the strategy launched and then implemented to force release
of the youngest sister is of unprecidented significance because
of effectiveness of the strategy. This strategy was forged
between the brilliant legal services of an attorney with moral
fortitude and courage to deploy the force of Federal Statutes
dealing with witness tampering and the psychoanalyst who
possesses the acumen to communicate and translate into
litigation the indepth understanding of a depraved criminal
mind. Speaking Truth To Power via confrontation with
Attorney Generals Offices/ criminal authorities who
languished for years between ineptitude, cowardice and
hypocrisy in the states of Kansas and Utah; truth finally
prevailed.
In reviewing the past ten years since the inception of the work
of the FCVFC, we grieve the losses of our broken children
and decimated families, derive strength from what we have
learned and hope from the knowledge gained by our
successes. The vignettes of cases in process are meant to raise
consciousness of the venal practices of those court actors
engaged in the “cash for kids'industry, in “foster farming”
engaged in by “Child Protective Services”.
The FCVFC seeks to inspire citizen activism, moral outrage
and a call to action in every fraudulent custody litigation
threatening transfer of vulnerable children into hands of
abusers. Vulnerable subjects need an education into the
process faced, knowledge of strategy and intervention and a
plan to succeed – as offered by the FCVFC.

